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We Understand and Support Tourism – Yeah, Right 
 
"People are going to want to travel more. There is no sign that that is going to end – in fact it 
is going to be stepped up remarkably over the next few years.  And the tourism industry in 
Britain, with our great cultural heritage, with our historic monuments, our great ability to 
project culture that's based on the English language, with our sporting achievements and 
functions, with our willingness to be creative and innovative, we have this huge opportunity 
for the future.”     Gordon Brown, 6 February 2009 
 

 From 6 April 2010, the furnished holiday lettings (FHL) rules will be repealed. 

 Fuel duty will increase by 2p per litre from September 

 Alcohol duty will increase by 2% from midnight tonight 

 Air Passenger Duty will increase as planning in November 2009 
Alistair Darling, 22 March 2009 

 
I suppose it was always going to stretch credibility to think that after 11 years of slowly 
degrading the national tourism structure that the Government had suddenly seen the light on 
the value of tourism to the UK economy. And it was always going to a bit unrealistic to think 
that with the Government’s finances in such dire shape and sectors such as car 
manufacturing and construction truly up against the wall, there was going to be huge amounts 
lavished on the tourism sector. Nevertheless, it was realistic to expect that the Government 
wouldn’t want to increase the burden on a sector that brings £19bn of foreign earnings into 
the country (£3.4bn of which goes straight to the exchequer in APD and VAT alone) and 
keeps over 2m people in employment.  
 
Yet, with both overseas arrivals and domestic tourism expenditure down by 12% in the last 
quarter of 2008 and pubs closing at the rate of one per day, somehow it was considered a 
good idea to make inbound and domestic holidays even less desirable. And just to rub salt 
into the wounds, one of the major budget announcements was the establishment of a £750m 
fund to support DBERR’s new strategy “Building Britain's Future - New Industry, New Jobs”, 
which aims to support industries that can pull the UK out of the economic downturn. However, 
the fund will focus on “investing in low carbon business opportunities” and “fostering 
innovation and new technologies”. All well and good if you want to create jobs and revenue in 
5-10 years time – totally hopeless if you want to generate 1.25% growth in 2010 and 3.5% 
growth in 2011. 
 
If you invested just 5% of this amount in tourism you could generate over £1bn in additional 
foreign revenue this year – but, of course, that would require Government to understand and 
support tourism. 
 
Regards 

 
Kurt Janson 
Policy Director 

Tourism Alliance 
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FHL REPEAL WILL DAMAGE RURAL COMMUNITIES 

 
One of the main impacts of the budget on the Tourism Sector was the announcement that the Furnished 
Holiday Lettings Rules are to be repealed next year. These rules allow properties that are letting as holiday 
accommodation for at least 140 days per annum and during the relevant to be treated as a commercial 
business for tax purposes, meaning that operators are able to claim loss relief, capital allowances and 
certain capital gains reliefs.  
 
The removal of this status will significantly reduce the financial viability of many holiday lettings. Also of 
concern is the wider impact that the closing down of holiday letting properties will have on rural and small 
village economies where holiday lets tend to be concentrated. Rural pubs, stores and attractions are already 
under considerable pressure so the removal of local accommodation businesses will impact upon their 
customer base and, therefore viability. 
 
The Alliance will be taking up this issue with the Minister at the next Monthly meeting 
 
 
Click Here for the Treasury Technical Note on the change to the FHL Rules 

 
 

UKBA BUSINESS PLAN OMITS TOURISM 

 

The Tourism Alliance met with the new International Director of the UK Border Agency, Barbara 

Woodward, to discuss the tourism industry‟s ongoing concerns that the visa application process and 

pricing placed the UK at a competitive disadvantage to other destinations. The point was made that with 

the UKBA‟s focus on ensuring that the UK‟s border is secure and that the agency operated on the basis 

of cost recovery, there was a tendency to overlook the need to ensure that legitimate visitors to the UK 

were provided with a fast, convenient and cost competitive service so that the benefits of inbound 

tourism to the UK economy could be maximised.  

Specific discussions focused on the impact of the e-borders initiative, the need for lower cost Schengen 
add-on visas, making the visa application process more customer-friendly and tying in visa processing 
to the Welcome to Britain initiative in order to maximise the returns associated with hosting the 2012 
Olympic Games. 
 
The need to take better account of the requirements of overseas visitors is highlighted by the new UK 
Border Agency Business Plan, which will guide the organisation‟s activities from 2009 through to 2013. 
The three main objectives of the organisation are to; 
1. Protect our border and our national interests. 
2. Tackle border tax fraud, smuggling and immigration crime. 
3. Implement fast and fair immigration decisions  
 
There is almost no mention tourism in the document, although there is the statement that the Border 
Agency will “contribute to the delivery of a successful and secure Olympic and Paralympics games 
through a programme of collaborative work with our partners and stakeholders.” 
 
 
Click Here for a copy for the UK Border Agency Business Plan for 2009-2013 
 

http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/budget2009/furnished-hol-lets-1015.pdf
http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/sitecontent/documents/aboutus/businessplan/april2009march2012/ukborderagencybusinessplan.pdf?view=Binary
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VISTRAV ESTABLISHED   

 
The University of Central Lancashire, with the support of Natural England, has established a new 
network to bring together what is known about making rural leisure travel more sustainable. The 
Sustainable Leisure Travel Network (VisTrav) aims to encourage more practical ways of improving 
recreational travel in the countryside and inform local and national policy-makers about the 
importance of recreational travel and its potential to reduce car use and social exclusion, increase 
rural incomes and benefit everyone‟s health and well being. 
 
The new network is starting with a workshop on 7th May focusing on answering the question, 'Can 
Low Carbon Tourism be Economically Viable?' 
 
Click Here for more information on VisTrav and the workshop 
 
 

CALORIE COUNTING 

 

The Food Standards Agency has announced that 18 companies will be piloting a new scheme 
whereby information on the calorie content of food will be provided in restaurants and food outlets. 
The pilot scheme is part of the Government‟s plans to fight obesity and encourage the public to eat 
healthier diets. Companies involved in the pilot scheme include Burger King, KFC, Chessington 
World of Adventures and Zoo, Pret a Manger and Harvester restaurants.  
Under the scheme the participating company will:  

 display calorie information of food and drink served 
 print calorie information on all menus  
 ensure the information easily visible at the point where customers order their food  

 
As part of the pilot, independent research will assess how easily customers understand and use 
the system and gather feedback from the restaurants themselves to look at practical issues and 
the costs involved in providing the information. Gathering this data will be used by the Government 
to decide whether the scheme should be widened-out and even become mandatory for all 
establishments selling food.   
 
While efforts to encourage healthier eating by having better informed customers are laudable, 
there are considerable concerns in the restaurant and catering industry that such a scheme may 
become mandatory as some stage and this would present considerable problems for businesses 
where meals and portions are not standardised. 
 
 
Click Here for more information on the pilot scheme 
 

LONDON TOURISM CONSULTATION 

 

The London Development Agency, which has the statutory duty for developing tourism in the 
capital has launched a consultation on its new Action Plan for tourism development from 2009-
2013. This Action Plan is the first of three Action Plans that the LDA is producing in order to deliver 
the London Tourism Vision 2006-16 strategy document that was produced in 2006 and is 
particularly important as it aims to lay the tourism foundations needed to contribute to the success 
of the London Games in 2012. 

The priorities for 2009-13 are to:- 

 Support jobs in London‟s tourism businesses through  targeted marketing campaigns 
designed to maximise economic impact 

 Deliver and promote a world class sense of „Welcome‟ throughout the visitor experience 

http://www.vistrav.org.uk/
http://www.food.gov.uk/news/newsarchive/2009/apr/catercalorie
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 Capitalise on the exposure that the 2012 Games and Cultural Olympiad provide to ensure 
London maintains its position as a leading destination for international leisure and business 
tourism 

 Exploit the spotlight of the 2012 Games to maintain and grow London‟s reputation as a 
premier global sporting, cultural and business events city 

 

Specific Targets and Measures of Success to be added once these actions are agreed. 

 

Click Here for a copy of the consultation document 

 

CONSERVATIVE PLAN FOR TOURISM 

At the Conservative Tourism Conference in Brighton earlier this month the Shadow Secretary of 
State, Jeremy Hunt, and Tourism Minister, Tobias Ellwood, outlined a series of policies that will 
form the core of the Conservative tourism manifesto, which aims to promote growth and add up to 
50,000 additional jobs as part of an economic recovery plan for the country. 
 
The two main tenets of the Conservative strategy will be incorporate tourism into central 
Government policy development and to develop a clearer structure for the marketing of both 
domestic and international tourism while encouraging local authorities to take a real interest in and 
ownership of the promotion of tourism for their areas 
 
The main conservative tourism policies announced at the conference were; 
 

o Replacing Regional Development Agencies by allowing local authorities to form enterprise 
partnerships to promote economic development.   

o Allowing local authorities to keep any increase in business rates receipts from business 
growth they get for six years.   

o Giving local authorities a new power to give business rate discounts as they see fit.  
o Introducing a single quality standard for all businesses seeking Tourist Board promotion 
o Developing and implementing a holistic seaside recovery strategy 

 
 
 
Click Here for a copy of Jeremy Hunt‟s Speech at the Conference 
            
 
 
 

THE TOURISM ALLIANCE 

 
The Tourism Alliance is the Voice of the Tourism Industry.  
 
Established in 2001 with the support of the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport, the Tourism Alliance comprises 50 Tourism Industry Organisations that 
together represent some 200,000 businesses of all sizes throughout the UK. 
 
The purpose of the Tourism Alliance is to identify and develop policies and strategies to raise standards and promote quality within the industry and work with and 
lobby government on all key issues relevant to the growth and development of tourism and its contribution to the economy. 
 

 
 
Registered Office Details: 
The Tourism Alliance Limited  
6 Pullman Court, Great Western Road, Gloucester, GL1 3ND. 
Company No: 05106422  
 

Chairman: Bob Cotton OBE 
President: Richard Lambert 
Policy Director: Kurt Janson 

E: kurt.janson@tourismalliance.com 
T: 020 7395 8246 Fax: 020 7395 8178 M: 07964428123  

W: www.tourismalliance.com 
 Centre Point, 103 New Oxford Street, London, WC1A 1DU 

 

 

http://www.lda.gov.uk/server.php?show=ConWebDoc.1513
http://www.conservatives.com/News/Speeches/2009/04/Jeremy_Hunt_Tourism_revolution_an_essential_part_of_our_recovery.aspx
../October/www.tourismalliance.com

